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The term, "Third Stream," was coined and first used by Gunther Schuller in 1956 or 1957 to 

describe an approach to creating music that fell midway between "classical" music and jazz, at 

least insomuch as it made use of both improvisation and fully notated and carefully constructed 

composition.  

[Note: Various sources  cite a lecture given by Schuller at Brandeis University in 1957 as  having been 

the first public issuance of the term, however, the first commercial release described as Third Stream was 

recorded in mid- to late 1956 and released in mid-1957, so the exact date of coinage may be known only 

to Schuller and is of no special consequence.] 

Perhaps one of the first, if not the first, commercial recording of  Third Stream music, at least 

music that was described as such by its creators, was an LP issued by Columbia Records late in 

1956, titled, The Birth of the Third Stream. Tracks on the recording featured pieces composed 

by Gunther Schuller, John Lewis, J.J. Johnson, George Russell, Charlie Mingus, and the 

orchestra was conducted by either Dimitri Mitropoulos.or Gunther Schuller.  

Example 1. Second part of "Three Little Feelings," by John Lewis, from The Birth of the 

Third Stream. 

     
Example 1.wav

 

This release was produced by George Avakian who would later become the producer of many 

Columbia recordings featuring Miles Davis with orchestras led by Gil Evans, who also 

contributed the arrangements. The first of these was  Miles Ahead: Miles Davis +19, released by 

Columbia in 1957.  The success of this first Miles Davis with orchestra recording led to the later 

releases, Porgy and Bess and Sketches of Spain.  

 Example 1b.  "The Maids of Cadiz (by Leo Delibes)," from Miles Ahead; Miles Davis +19, 

arranged and conducted by Gil Evans. 
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Although this recording was not characterized as Third Stream music at the time, the similarities 

between this and the previous example are striking. 



Perhaps a typical, or representative example of the Third Stream - if such a thing can be defined - 

is "Around the Blues," by Andre' Hodeir, from the 1960 Atlantic Records release, The Modern 

Jazz Quartet and Orchestra, which featured pieces by John Lewis, Gunther Schuller, Andre' 

Hodeir, and Werner Heider. Conductors were Gunther Schuller or Werner Heider, the LP liner 

notes were written by Gunther Schuller.    

Example 1c. "Around the Blues," by Andre' Hodeir, from The Modern Jazz Quartet and 

Orchestra. 
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In 1981, Schuller offered some clarification about what he meant by "Third Stream," by 

providing a list of what Third Stream is not: 

 It is not jazz with strings. 

 It is not jazz played on 'classical' instruments. 

 It is not classical music played by jazz players. 

 It is not inserting a bit of Ravel or Schoenberg between be-bop changes—nor the 

reverse. 

 It is not jazz in fugal form. 

 It is not a fugue played by jazz players. 

 It is not designed to do away with jazz or classical music; it is just another option 

amongst many for today’s creative musicians.  

Despite that Schuller himself specifically distinguished "jazz with strings" as something apart 

from and not authentically Third Stream, earlier recordings that featured  jazz improvisation with 

written arrangements - most often string orchestras - at least evidenced some interest on the part 

of others to combine fluid, melodic improvisations with fixed arrangements. The Third Stream 

movement did not arise out of nowhere:  These were earlier combinations of jazz soloists with 

orchestras, and those that did include strings, most often were all strings. Albums such as 

Charlie Parker With Strings - vols. I & II, and Remember Clifford: Clifford Brown With 

Strings, were, I think, legitimate precursors of the Third Stream movement. 

Example 2. "Yesterdays," from Clifford Brown With Strings, arranged by Neal Hefti (1955). 
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An even earlier example of efforts at incorporating traditional arrangements with jazz 

improvisation is "Charlie Parker with Strings," released in 1954. 

Example 3. "April in Paris," from Charlie Parker with Strings. 
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These kinds of arrangements were really an expansion of what had been the common practice of 

inserting solos into the  arrangements of swing bands. One might argue that these early efforts at 

combining nontraditional jazz orchestral instrumentation with a jazz improviser were a kind of 

bridge or transition from the big band era/style to the Third Stream. And these recordings 

predated the "official" origin of Third Stream. 

Later recordings that included soloists such as Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, Paul Horn, Stan 

Getz, Kenny Burrell, Curtis Fuller and other prominent jazz soloists, usually featured more 

conventional jazz band instrumentation; although typically described as orchestras in 

descriptions of the albums, the ensembles were, by most definitions, jazz bands, or at least wind 

ensembles, for strings were not usually included. In retrospect, the arranged backdrop of winds 

for a horn soloists, again,  is not too much of a stretch from the practice of featuring soloists over 

band arrangements, as had been practiced by the swing era bands of the 30s and 40s. In fact, 

most of the early bebop pioneers had been horn section veterans of swing era bands, bands such 

as those fronted by: Teddy Hill, Cab Calloway, Lionel Hampton, Woody Herman, Cootie 

Williams, Jay McShann, Count Basie, Earl Hines, Chick Webb, Benny Goodman, Fletcher 

Henderson, Duke Ellington, Claude Thornhill, Tex Beneke, Nelson Riddle  and others. The solos 

allowed in these settings were typically short - one of the reasons, along with economic 

practicalities, that small ensembles were so attractive to early bebop players; this setting allowed 

for more freedom for improvisation. Still, very early examples of bebop from the late forties and 

early fifties, feature fairly short solos compared with the later bebop style, seemingly another 

holdover from the practices of the big bands. 

In addition to soloists who became notables in the early bebop period,  some of the composers 

and arrangers who later were associated with many of the recording sessions that paired 

orchestra plus improvisation, collaborations Gunther Schuller would not have defined as Third 

Stream, were many of the same composers/arrangers who also had been part of the big 

band/swing era. Composers such as Gil Evans, Ray Coniff, Gerry Mulligan, Charlie Mingus, 

Benny Carter, Neal Hefti, Eddie Sauter, Teo Macero, Pete Rugolo and many more who became 

part of the relatively obscure world (at least is far as the general public was concerned) of 

professional arranging for popular recordings and music for television and radio during the 

1950s and 60s. 

 



Another couple of albums from the 1960s, though not generally considered as having been Third 

Stream are, nonetheless, notable for having sophisticated integration of composed elements and 

improvisation: The New Continent, featuring solo improvisations by Dizzy Gillespie, with 

compositions by Lalo Schifrin, and the score of a Robert Penn directed film starring Warren 

Beatty, Mickey One, the score and LP phonograph recording of which was composed and 

conducted by Eddie Sauter, and featured improvisation throughout by Stan Getz. They later 

collaborated on another recording, Focus, which featured a strings only arrangement 

(reminiscent of those done with Charlie Parker and Clifford Brown) with Stan Getz's tenor 

saxophone solos. Later, in the early 1970s, Getz teamed with composer, arranger, conductor, 

Michel Legrand to release, on the Verve label, a recording called Communications '72. 

Example 4. Openings of representative tracks of The New Continent, composed and 

conducted by Lalo Schfrin, with improvisations by Dizzy Gillespie. 
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Example 5. Excerpt from score to film, Mickey One, composed and arranged by Eddie 

Sauter, saxophone solos by Stan Getz. 
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Another recording of interest is Jazz Suite on the Mass Texts, by flutist, saxophonist, Paul Horn, 

a veteran LA studio musician and jazz player. This recording,  issued in 1965 on the RCA label, 

featured a 16-piece wind ensemble, with added harp and chamber choir. The traditional mass 

elements were composed by, and the orchestra by, Lalo Schifrin.   

Example 6. "Kyrie," from Jazz Suite on the Mass Texts, composed and conducted by Lalo 

Schfrin, flute, saxophone improvisations by Paul Horn. 
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Although most of these recordings would not have been considered legitimate examples of Third 

Stream music, by the purest definition, and may have been somewhat commercial efforts, they 

undeniably involve strict compositional structure with improvisation.  And they demonstrate that 

there were many more jazz soloists, composers and arrangers interested in integrating jazz 

improvisation with formal structure, than fell under the general definition of Third Stream.  

 



It's interesting to note, in light of his recent death, that, although not generally considered a 

practicing member of the Third Stream, Dave Brubeck was a skilled and pragmatic musician 

who had expertise in both composition and jazz improvisation but whose music was, 

unfortunately, outside  the tastes and then current fashion among jazz commentators and critics, 

and thus was often somewhat dismissed as being too sedate, too structured, too confining, too 

clean, too traditional, or too popular  to be considered "real" jazz. And it is true that Brubeck put 

more effort into the structure of the jazz tune itself than many other jazz composers, for whom it 

was enough to create minimal vehicles for freer improvisation. Another composer/arranger who 

combined the practice of integrating jazz solos within carefully arranged music, music that, at the 

time, was generally renounced as not being "real jazz," and certainly would not have been 

considered Third Stream, was the music created by Henry Mancini, known not only for his film 

scores but probably first for the scores he composed for the  popular late 1950s TV series, Peter 

Gunn. 

Paradoxically, the demise of swing era big bands lead to two rather opposite and but parallel 

streams of music development; some musicians sought to expand the practice of combining jazz 

solos with more carefully composed and arranged frameworks, as had been practiced in big band 

arranging, but expanding the textural and stylistic diversity beyond the swing style, while others 

sought seemingly ever less structure, preferring nearly free improvisation within groups that 

consisted of only soloists, soloists with bass or drums, or soloist trios/quartets. During nearly the 

same time frame that some jazz performers were seeking to integrate more structure and 

involvement with the organized, composed aspects of music, others were expanding the 

possibilities of improvisation within smaller ensembles in an effort to minimize the restrictions 

of harmonic frameworks and larger arrangements, going so far as to self-consciously exclude 

harmonic instruments such as piano, guitar, vibes, or any instrument capable of chord voicings in 

more concretely arranged, - and what they evidently felt were - constricting ways. The rise of the 

"pianoless" ensemble, consisting most often of bass, drums, and prime soloist was their solution. 

The music of Ornette Coleman, Archie Shepp, Pharo Sanders, John Coltrane (although his 

quartet included McCoy Tyner on piano for most of their recordings), Eric Dolphy, Dupree 

Bolton and others was more "real jazz" and seemingly more worthy of promotion by the New 

York jazz literati than tamer, more structured music by many of the musicians who were 

involved in the Third Stream effort. It has to be said that, to the degree that jazz writers are 

influential, their influence, for the most part, didn't help the Third Stream movement.  

Of course, as we all know, improvisation, or at least some fashion of performer derived  

indeterminacy has always been a part of music making. Even as the need for developing ever 

more refined and precise means of notation, so that performances could be more planned, 

structured, and repeatable, latitude for performers to determine some individual contributions, 

either on the spot or with some preparation (and it's worth mentioning that improvisation is more 

a matter of developing many possibilities beforehand, than many listeners and musicians who are 

not improvisers might imagine) has existed.  



The insertion of cadenzas into concertos, while not truly integrating improvisation with written 

portions of the music - at least not simultaneously - it nonetheless allows for performers' 

contributions to the overall composition. And the common practice during the Baroque era, of 

the continuo, in which the keyboard player realized chord voicings from figured bass symbols, is 

not at all far from the practice of modern jazz rhythm sections' use of lead sheet or jazz chord 

symbol notation. Although, in practice, the Baroque figured bass specified the bass line, in a 

way, so does the modern practice, for the indication in chord symbols of the pitch given below a 

slash that determines specific inversions other than root position, indicates a clear understanding 

that the ear more easily perceives the outer voices and that the bass line constitutes a kind of 

countermelody, either consciously or subconsciously. 

And although not generally considered part of the Third Stream movement as such, many 

classical composers in the second half of the 20th century integrated varying degrees of 

indeterminacy or improvisation in their works, even to the extent that full orchestral 

performances have been entirely improvised. Improvisations for Orchestra, by Larry Austin, 

composed (pitch sets given for specific time frames) in 1961, and first performed in 1962 at the 

first International Jazz Festival in Washington, DC, is a good example. 

Example 7. Improvisations for Orchestra, composed by Larry Austin, performed by the 

New York Philharmonic, conducted by Leonard Bernstein. 
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The period of the Third Stream movement, at least to the degree that it involved significant 

numbers of composers, performers, and listeners, was quite brief, extending from the last few 

years of the 1950s through the late 1960s or early 70s. The fact that major record companies like 

Columbia, Verve, Atlantic, and RCA chose to undertake releasing some products suggests that 

profit-oriented executives considered the style potentially viable. What happened?  

After beginning the text of this paper, it occurred to me that the title is a poor characterization. 

The failures, if they could be considered failures, are more of audiences and critics than of the 

music. After listening to many recordings from my collection, I was struck at how fresh and 

interesting the music seemed. I wondered why I hadn't listened to them for so long. There is 

remarkable music to be found among the inherited examples of acknowledged Third Stream, and 

in the many other examples of jazz combined with various large ensembles. But somehow public 

tastes, even among more sophisticated jazz listeners, were for more raucous, dissonant, freer, 

more raw, expressive jazz played by the 1960s avant grade. This preference, among traditional 

audiences for jazz, was influenced so some degree, by the opinions of influential  jazz 

commentators of the time.  



For the traditional consumer base of classical music listeners, these Third Stream and pseudo-  

Third Stream recordings, likely seemed too "non-classical," for their tastes. My suspicion is that 

Third Stream music suffered from the "neither fish-nor-fowl" notion,  that it was not considered 

by either jazz or classical listeners to be pure or true enough to their roots to be legitimate or 

desirable. In short, there were just too few people to whom the music appealed for it to remain 

economically viable.  

 

   Significant Contributors to Third Stream Music: 

     Gunther Schuller 

     John Lewis 

     George Russell 

     Andre' Hodeir 

     Werner Heider 

     Others: 

     Gil Evans 

     Teo Macero 

     Eddie Sauter 

     Neal Hefti 

     Dave Brubeck 

     Lalo Schifrin 

     Claude Bollinger 

     Jacques Loussier 

     Charlie Mingus 

     Henry Mancini 

 


